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WORLD CLIMATE TRIBÙ
Appeal for the Italian Fine Arts Academies, the artistic circles and the Italian, 
European and the planetary context artists sensitive to the great and serious 
climate issue of our time.

The policies, the economies and the industries do not have the strength because      
of their self-centered interests, they do not want to respond properly to the 
deafening scream that the Earth is making to vibrate among the vegetable, mineral 
and animal life folds... May the piercing cry of the EARTH at least reach the ears, 
eyes and sensitive heart of every language artists.
The purpose of the project is to raise awareness to ten, one hundred or one thousand 
artists to respond to the call of the Earth with their Mail Art works. Our will is to organize an 
unprecedented moving exhibition, travelling into the streets of the world as a real “aest/ethic” 
response, as a protest journey against the pollution, starting as first venue in the Castle of 
Arechi in Salerno, Italy.

ARTISTS OF THE WORLD, UNITE! THE EARTH IS CALLING US!
The artists interested will participate with their Mail Art, to create an Exhibition where their 
works will represent the “aest/ethic” struggle made of Warriors to protect Planet Earth.
This exhibition will be addressed to the World Leaders that, so far do not seem to 
have the knowledge of what they are doing and they do not want to admit that 
nothing has been done to guarantee the life of our planet.

TO THE ARTISTS WHO WILL JOIN US
We kindly invite to send works in drawing (painting and other free techniques)  
cm. 20/30 (b) x cm. 40/50 (h). The artistic works received will be used 
as a symbolic Uniform or as front armor of the “EARTH WARRIORS”... The 
exhibition made of 1.000 WARRIORS have the purpose to communicate 
how and how much the world feels committed to our planet defense 
and to change lifestyles so as to improve the EARTH climatic and 
environmental conditions. The exhibition is a statement to warn 
governments and institutions to be more attentive to the nature, to 
the animals and to their habitat, adequately preserved so that 
the new generations can live their future in a friendly climate 
and environmental context and policy. 

By 10 June 2020, please send your work to:
BIMED - Via della Quercia 68
84080 Capezzano di Pellezzano (SA)
Write on the envelope:
Project/Exhibition World Climate Tribù

For further information: 348 5212611
Ilaria.longo@bimed.net
emanuela.memoli@bimed.net


